
Power in the hands of a few!

FUEL SAVINGS OVER $3000.00 PER YEAR WITH ALLISON EFI-IDLE DOWN SYSTEMS

Allison WARHORSE
PRESSURE WASHER

STANDARD FEATURES:
KOHLER EFI 26.5 HP ENGINES

This is the only system in the industry that returns to idle when
the trigger gun is released.  Test show that if you use this 
engine a minimum of 35 hours per week that your annual 

gas savings will be approximately $3,100.00.

ALLISON SEVERE DUTY PUMPS
The only pumps in the industry that come with a 2-year

‘bumper to bumper’ warranty that covers every component.

DUAL GUN OPERATION
This feature allows the operator to use the machine as a 

single gun unit at either full-volume, full-pressure, 
a single gun unit at  half-volume, full pressure

or 2 operators at half volume each
and full pressure on both guns.

ALLISON SEVERE DUTY GEAR DRIVES
Belt drive units are a thing of the past.  Allison Gear Drives last 

longer, require little maintenance and extract more available 
engine horsepower than any other machine in the industry.

ALLISON SUPER SUDS SUCKER CHEM INJECTION
For over 35 years Allison Suds Sucker Chemical Injectors have

been the professionals ‘first choice’ when it comes to 
chemical delivery.   These systems will produce as 

much as 50% chemical draw even with 500’ 
of high pressure discharge hose attached.

ALLISON HOT WATER OPTION
Allison heaters contain 260’ of schedule 80 pipe 

and are equipped with a 12V, SDC Beckett Burner.

IRON HORSE BASE PLATE SYSTEM
#WH9035A      9.0 GPM @ 3,500 PSI $5,495.00
#WH1130A    11.0 GPM @ 3,000 PSI $5,495.00

IRON HORSE SUPER SKID SYSTEM
#WH9035AF    9.0 GPM @ 3,500 PSI $6,495.00
#WH1130AF  11.0 GPM @ 3,000 PSI $6,495.00

SDC HEATER
#9898-WH 12V SDC Beckett up to 12 GPM $3,295.00

BASE PLATE 
SYSTEMS

SHOWN WITH
OUR 24 GALLON
STORAGE TANK
ASSEMBLY

HEATER
with optional
stainless cover
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